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In 1926, the world was introduced to a portly little bear named Winnie-the-Pooh. Along with his

young friend, Christopher Robin, Pooh delighted readers from the very beginning. His often

befuddled perceptions and adorable insights won the hearts of everyone around him, including his

close group of friends. From the energetic Tigger to the dismal Eeyore, A. A. Milne created a

charming bunch, both entertaining and inspirational. These simple creatures often reflected a small

piece of all of us: humble, silly, wise, cautious, creative, and full of life. Remember when Piglet did a

very grand thing, or Eeyore's almost-forgotten birthday?Gorgeous watercolor illustrations from

Ernest H. Shepard appear in all their glory. With beautiful colors and simple lines, these images hold

their own as classics. The tales, filled with superb story lines and lessons, will continue to capture

the hearts of new generations.
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Yesterday, I dropped off my oldest son at his dorm room.Yep, my first of three sons, Trey, left the

"fort" (what we call our house). Some of my favorite memories are of our bedtime ritual where I

would read to he and his brothers. Then I would strum guitar and we would sing songs. Back then,

he was so innocent that he and his brothers thought that I could carry a tune, which I cannot; but I

sang anyway. Then I'd strum a lullaby or two before going back to my work (they seldom stayed



awake for a third).There was no mother there. I'd read my medical journals, wash their school

uniforms to be ready for the next day, and (here's a secret) sometimes I would read, alone, while my

sons slept, more of the adventures of Christopher Robin before putting the book back on the shelf,

taking a last peek at my sons, and then going to bed.Remembering those nights brings me more joy

than remembering anything that I ever did at work (and as a former ER physician I have literally

saved the lives of hundreds).One of the most magical of the books we read back then, and my

favorite for a younger child, is this version of Pooh. If you only know the "Disneyfied" version, then

you don't really know Pooh. Here you hear the beauty, and the rhythm, and the vocabulary of

slightly antiquated British English; and you learn a sweeter and deeper understanding of the world

of Pooh.Such precious times are childhood--but not perfect times--not without pain. Children (mine

own included) know the pain of divorce, death, and turmoil. But, what better can a parent do than to

fight to protect the magic of childhood?This volume will go far towards both protecting and nurturing

that magic.
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